Monitoring Framework of Duhabi Home
For the month of December 2017
Info needed
Staff
(meeting)
Staff
(people)

Frequency
 Monthly No formal meeting held.


Monthly People From lions club visited Duhabi home for snacks program to the
children. They said that they will help and bring more programs in near future.
They also motivated the children with their words which was motivational.
Some of the local people visited on different days giving food, snacks and
chocolate to the children.

Contribution
children



Monthly

10 children (Sita, Riju, Devendra, Amrit, Jaskumar, Deepa, Toyaj, Anju, Anoj
and Pramila) wrote essay on tour except Deepa and Pramila who were unable
to write it properly. Most of them wrote it with an interest whereas some of
them showed laziness in writing and took lot of time to complete it. But finally
they all collected the essay on educational tour. It was a free writing for them
and they could express their views in it. Amrit lost his first written essay and
later he again wrote it and submitted.
Due to the winter the children focused on badminton and football which could
make them feel warm. Small children were busy with the puzzles and cards
sitting outside warm sun.
Sita, Pramila, Anoj helped mothers to clean up flower gardens and cut off the
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unnecessary grasses and bushes.

Reports
Children



Monthly

On 9 December Jaskumar found teasing small boy Ritan. Jaskumar was
playing with his slippers. He said that Ritan was not wearing slippers so he
was telling him to wear slipper.
No family visited children and they didn’t have family contact with them.
No children visited by neighbourhood but Pramila was called by one of the
neighbour during returning back to home from school. She was being called to
give a coconut fruit which she shared with the children at home giving mother
to share it.
Jaskumar and Siwani had conflict on closing window. Siwani and Urmila
were feeling cold during the study time so she told Jaskumar to close the
window but he was not allowing them to close the window. We convinced
Jaskumar to close the window otherwise he might catch cold. Silently he
closed the window.
Small children found helping each other and in their study. Ritan is better in
teaching sisters while writing something.

Feedback



Monthly

On 21st November, home mother told that Tojay showed his bitterness. As two
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from staff
about the
children

boys was waiting with plate for the rice she thought to serve the small one first
so she served the rice to the small boy Ritan which made Toyaj angry and he
showed his anger by leaving the kitchen and went to school. It showed that he
needs the first. Before mother could tell him anything he left the kitchen.
Home mother caught Jaskumar writing his name on the gate. She made him
clear about the messiness it looks after writing on the wall, gates etc. He
immediately cleaned up the writing.

Direct
feedback
from
children
School
results



Monthly

After completion of exam Anoj said that he wants to visit new places during
his holidays. His friend was telling him they are going out of the place to visit
during his holiday.



Monthly Amrit remained absent on 14th December due to pain on his head. Firstly he
was taken to local medical for check up but doctor suggested taking him for
eye check up. Later on, he was taken to eye hospital of Biratnaghar. Doctor
prescribed him for spectacles with power.
Anoj’s exam started from 17th December and ended at the end of December.
He said that this time he worked hard for his exam. He made a guess that he
will get good marks than previous terms. Also exam of Ritan from 17-21
December and leave for 2 days. After the holidays they had small celebration
in school on the occasion of Christmas.
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On 22nd December school of Amrit, Devendra and Milan had annual program.
Amrit participated as volunteer to welcome guest whereas Milan wanted to
show his dance performance but he was unable to participate because he had
no dance group. Chief district officer, chief education officer and other
personalities of Duhabi were invited as chief guest whereas parents/guardian
was also invited in the program.
On 26th December result of Anju and Toyaj distributed on the day. Anju failed
in two subjects (science and GK), Toyaj passed in all subjects with 50.83
percent. Anju said that she will work hard to pass the exam.
Hygiene

Projects
going on
Maintenance



Monthly

Regular cleanliness is being done. Cleaning of toilet, kitchen and surrounding
are done accordingly.
Cleaning ears, cutting nails, taking bath, washing clothes are done and guided
by home mother.
Finished project – Educational tour



Monthly



Monthly A new water tank was donated by Everest bank was installed this month. One
water tank was not enough at home. This is a relief for everyone for home and
no need to worry on water inside home.
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Safety



Monthly

Home mother always try to make little children wear warm clothes and
drinking warm water to make them stay away from fever.

Most of the times Toyaj don’t wear warm clothes. Home mother threatened
him to wear warm clothes otherwise he might catch cold. After then he wore a
jacket.
Monthly On 21st December Anoj suffered, while playing football something like dust
entered inside his right eye. He rubbed his eye in such a way that it made more
pain in his eye. He was being told to wash his eye with water but it did not
worked out. There is no local eye hospital so he was taken out of Duhabi at
Biratnagar for eye check up. Doctor said that it made wound around the eyeball
so it needs 24 hour of rest with patching. Follow up check were done for two
days.

Calamities



Vocational
training
Points of
attention
Medical
issues



Monthly



Monthly -



Monthly On 14 December Cook mother remained sick for a day but she continued her
work taking medicines.

Plan has been discussed among the people of Duhabi Home for vocational
Training for Deepa

Amrit and Anoj had eye problem due to the absence of local eye hospital they
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were taken to Biratnaghar.
Achieved
goals
Improvemen
ts
Other results



Monthly



Monthly



Monthly -

Various improvements are mentioned above in various Categories.

